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1. Barnes (1993: 135) 

 
 
 
1 According to Lamb (1995: 150), 
the warmth of  the most genial 
post-glacial times came to an end 
in China between about 1,100 and 
800 BC, accompanied by 
droughts. Huntington’s theory of  
“climatic pulsation” (1907) 
proposes changes in climate as the 
cause of  nomadic migrations, 
leading to conquests. As a dry 
cycle progressed and pastures 
dried up, nomads in search of  new 
pastures clashed with other 
nomads, eventually erupting into 
aggressive actions against 
sedentary neighbors. See 
Lattimore (1961: 331). Toynbee 
(1947: Vol. I-VI, 170) contended 
that: “there is a rhythmic 
alternation between periods of  
relative desiccation and humidity 
… When desiccation reaches a 
degree at which the Steppe can no 
longer provide pasture for the 
quantity of  cattle with which the 
Nomads have stocked it, the 
herdsmen … invade the 
surrounding cultivated countries.” 
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THE MONGOLIAN STEPPE: HOME OF THE XIONG-NU 

The Mongolian steppe was the home of  the Xiong-
nu, the ancestors of  the Turks and possibly also of  the 
Mongols. Fagan (2004: 201) notes: “the grassland steppe acted 
like a pump, sucking in nomadic peoples during periods of  
higher rainfall, pushing them out to the margins and onto 
neighboring lands when drought came. During the ninth 
century BC, the climate of  the steppe suddenly became colder 
and drier. … The Mongolian steppe appears to have been the 
first region affected. … In the eighth century BC, the drought 
on the steppe sent nomads pouring into China. They were 
repulsed, setting in motion a domino effect of  population 
movements that brought some horse-using nomads to the 
Danube Basin and the eastern frontier of  the Celtic world.”1 

The Mongolian plateau is the eastern half  of  the great 
Eurasian steppes that extend from the borders of  Manchuria 
to the plains of  Hungary in rolling plains of  grass punctuated 
by high mountains. The Zungarian Gate between the northern 
edge of  the Tien-shan and the Tarbagatai Range is the lowest 
pass in all Central Asia, and a gateway to the Kazakh Steppe. 
The Irtysh valley between the Tarbagatai and the Altai is 
another gateway to the west, and the Turko-Mongol horsemen 
from the banks of  the Orkhon, a tributary of  Lake Baikal, 
could ride all the way through Kazakstan and the Russian 
steppes to reach the Hungarian plains.  
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The Mongolian steppes average 1500 meters in 
elevation, with hot summers reaching 38° C and severe winters 
reaching -42° C. The Turkic steppes west of  Balkhash lie at 
near sea level. The Gobi is a dry steppe, dividing Inner and 
Outer Mongolia. The grazing areas in the north are the regions 
drained by the tributaries of  Lake Baikal and the upper Amur 
River as well as the slopes of  the Altai Mountains. The Altai 
area reaches 40° C with 18 hours of  sunlight in summer. The 
Transbaikalia involves a transition between the Mongolian 
steppe and the Siberian forest. Inner Mongolia bordering the 
Ordos Plains (enclosed by the great loop of  Yellow River), 
Damaqun Mountains, and western Manchuria had also 
supported large numbers of  nomads.2 The Mongols and Turks 
were sheep-eaters, raising goats, camels, cattle and horses as 
well.  
 
MANCHURIA: HOME OF THE XIANBEI-TUNGUS 

Manchuria is separated from the Mongolian steppe by 
the Greater Xing’an Range in the north, and the Qilaotu and 
Yan Mountains to the south. Extending from the Shara-muren 
(Xar Moron) and Lao-ha basins to the West Liao River basin 
lay the Liao-xi steppe which is surrounded by the steep eastern 
slopes of  Greater Xing’an Range and the Nulu’erhu 
Mountains.  It was the home of  Xianbei (Dong-hu) with a 
rather Mongolic culture.  

The Manchurian plain around the Song-hua River 
basin, flanked by the heavily forested areas in the east, extends 
from Siberia down to the mountainous Korean border area, 
and merges with the Liao River basin in the southwest. The so-
called Eastern “Barbarians” (Dong-yi) of  central and eastern 
Manchuria were pig-eaters, and this fact, notes Janhunen (1996: 
221), “has given rise to the widespread, though linguistically 
untenable, ‘etymology’ explaining the ethnonym Tungus as a 
distortion of  the Turkic word for ‘pig’ (tonguz).”  
 
HONG-SHAN CULTURE AND XIA-JIA-DIAN CULTURE 

The Neolithic Hong-shan Culture (c. 4000-3000 BC) 
was centered in the Liao-xi area.3 It was the product of  people 
ethnically different from the populations of  the Yang-shao 
complex around the central Yellow and Wei River valleys and 

Di Cosmo (2002: 67), however,
contends that one has to steer 
away from pernicious mechanical 
explanations based on climate or 
on notions of  Han Chinese 
influence that disregard local 
developments. 

 
2 The ethno-genetic resemblance 
among the populations of  
Transbaikalia provenance may be 
explained by their tough life of  
hunting, fishing, nomadic stock-
raising, and patch farming to 
survive on those harsh wind-
swept forests and steppes, frozen 
in winter and scorched for a few 
weeks of  summer. Even their 
horses of  thick legs and dense 
coat reveal genetic resemblance: 
small and stocky with vigor and 
endurance. 

2. Barnes (1993: 109) 
 

3 The northern boundary of  the 
Hong-shan culture reaches beyond 
the Shara-murun River, extending 

into the Mongolian plateau. The 
eastern boundary is close to the 
lower reaches of  the Liao River, 
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the southern boundary extends to 
the coast of  Parhae (Bohai) Bay, 

and the western section goes 
beyond the Yan Mountains. 

Typical sites are found most often 
along the Lao-ha River, along the 

valley of  the Ying-jin River in a 
suburb of  Chi-feng city 赤峯  

and along the valley of  Shara-
murun River.  

 
There are no female figurines, no 

human sculptures of  the entire 
body, and nothing comparable to 

the Hong-shan ceremonial centers 
in the Yang-shao sites. See Nelson 

(1995: 14, 25) 
 

4 Nelson (1995: 148-9) notes that 
the Lower Xia-jia-dian 夏家店下

層 is a local development, an 
outgrowth of  the Hong-shan 

culture. It is followed after a pause 
by Upper Xia-jia-dian with some 

continuity between them. 
 
 
 

 
3. Pottery with Incised Designs  

excavated at Xin-le 新樂  

the Long-shan complex at the Lower Yellow River basin.  
From the Hong-shan complex, various ritual artifacts 

including clay human figurines, jade animal carvings, and 
painted cylinders were recovered, with evidence of  both plow 
agriculture and cattle, including sheep and pigs. Also excavated 
are pit-buildings with internal storage pits and hearths, red or 
grey pottery with sand temper (decorated with impressed Z 
patterns, comb patterns, and incised designs) finished on the 
potter’s wheel, painted pottery, pottery kilns, millet-reaping 
knives made of  shell, and public architecture for community 
rituals and religious ceremonies, suggesting a complex society 
with social status differentiation. The Hong-shan sculptures are 
realistic, while sculptures in mainland China are often stylized. 

There is a clear continuity from the Hong-shan 
Culture towards the early Bronze Age Lower Xia-jia-dian 
Culture (c. 2000-1500 BC) that still used pottery decorated with 
cord marks and incised patterns, but produced small bronze 
objects such as rings, knives, and handles. 4 Barnes (1993: 109) 
notes that the Fuhe, Hong-shan and Xin-le shared a textured-
pottery tradition similar to the incised Chulmun of  the Korean 
peninsula than to the Neolithic tradition of  mainland China. 
To supplement their millet production, people raised stock and 
hunted deer.  

Guo Da-shun (Nelson, 1995: 148-9) traces the culture 
of  Old Yan (c. 1027?-222) to the Lower Xia-jia-dian and 
ultimately to the Hong-shan culture. Guo believes that one 
branch of  Lower Xia-jia-dian became the Yan, and another the 
Shang. According to Guo (ibid.: 179), a branch of  the Lower 
Xia-jia-dian culture moved south and originated the Shang 
culture, “while another remained in the same place for a long 
time, and became the antecedent of  Yan.” Thus, Guo 
contends, “it might be close to the original historical events if  
we consider Lower Xia-jia-dian culture as Pre-Yan culture.”  

According to Guo (Nelson, 1995: 178), there is a 
transitional relationship between the Yan culture and the Lower 
Xia-jia-dian culture: “For instance, the animal mask designs on 
the painted pottery of  Lower Xia-jia-dian, which appeared 
earlier and were well developed, are one of  the antecedents of  
taotie [monster mask] designs in the Shang dynasty, and taotie 
designs continued in Yan until the end of  the Warring States 
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period, about 300 BCE.” Guo contends that “the Yan culture 
of  Early Zhou (1122-771 BC) has its own features.” Guo 
emphasizes the fact that the character for “Yan” already existed 
in the inscriptions on oracle bones excavated at the Lower Xia-
jia-dian, suggesting that the proto-Yan had existed in the Shang 
period (c. 1766-1122 BC) and its cultural traditions “were still 
kept in the Yan State culture of  Western Zhou.” 

Nomadism emerged in the early first millennium BC 
in the Altai and Tien-shan regions, beginning the so-called 
Altaic-Scythian period. The early nomadic cultures of  Scytho-
Siberian peoples are represented by the presence of  weapons 
of  bronze and iron, horse gear, and artwork in the animal style 
motifs in the funerary inventory, gold and jewelry acquiring 
greater relevance after the sixth century BC. The arrival of  new 
pastoral nomadic cultures from the Mongolian steppes was in 
concomitance with the expansion of  the Xiong-nu empire, a 
completely different ethno-cultural group, in the third century 
BC (see Di Cosmo, 2002, pp. 32-43).  

According to Barnes (1993: 157-8), the bronze artifact 
depicting a mounted horseman and running rabbit, which was 
excavated at the Upper Xiajia-dian site, is the first evidence for 
horse-riding in East Asia, though the mounted warfare was not 
documented until 484 BC (see also Di Cosmo, 2002, p. 64). 
Barnes suggests that the nomadism which had developed about 
this time was the cause for such a great change between Lower 
Xiajia-dian (2000-1500 BC) and Upper Xiajia-dian (1100-300 
BC).  

According to Barnes (1993: 153), the Upper Xia-jia-
dian culture, located in the area of  former Hong-shan culture 
(which had the merest hint of  bronze), shared a distinctive 
bronze repertoire (such as animal motifs of  Scythian affinities), 
with the nomads, suggesting cultural contacts across the 
Eurasian steppes.  The Upper Xia-jia-dian tradition reached 
down into the Korean peninsula, giving rise to the Korean 
Bronze Age from about 700 BC. Barnes contends that the state 
of  Yan expanded into the lower Manchurian basin, creating a 
cultural synthesis from the various elements of  nomadic, 
agricultural and state-level societies, and Yan was instrumental 
in initiating the Korean Iron Age from 400 BC.  
 

4. Sherds of  Comb-Patterned 
(Chul-mun) Pottery from the Han 
River Basin Area (Am-sa-dong)  

 

5. Pottery Sherd with Impressed Z 
Patterns unearthed at 

Sang-no-dae-do, Tong-yung 
 

5 See Nelson (1995: 198-9).  
 
6 See Barnes (1993: 162) and 
Nelson (1993: 133). 

7 See Nelson (1995: 175-7). The 
earliest Mumun pottery in the 
Korean peninsula is dated to 
about 2000 BC. See Nelson (1993: 
113-6) and Barnes (1993: 160-1). 
The Upper Xiajia-dian culture 
lasted approximately eight 
centuries, from the 11th to the 4th 
century BC (see Di Cosmo, 2002, 
p. 62). 
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8 See Nelson (1995: 16, 147) and 
Barnes (1993: 166-7). 

 
9 史記 卷三十四  燕召公世家

第四 周武王之滅紂 封召公於

北燕  宋忠曰 有南燕 故云北燕  
 
其在成王時… 自陝以西 召公主

之 自陝以東 周公主之 … 孝王

二十七年 燕見秦 且滅六國… 
燕王亡 徙居遼東…秦拔遼東

…太史公曰… 燕迫蠻貉 內措

齊晉 崎嶇彊國之閒 最爲弱小  
史記 卷九十三 韓信盧綰列傳 
第三十三 …盧綰親與高祖 … 
漢五年 …迺立盧綰爲燕王…故

燕王臧荼子衍出亡在胡 … 高

祖崩 盧綰遂將其衆亡入匈奴 
匈奴以爲東胡盧王 … 孝景中

六年 盧綰孫他之 以東胡王降
… 爲東胡王來降也 
 
史記 卷第一百十 匈奴列傳 第 

五十 …燕北有東胡山戎 … 臨 

胡貉 … 燕有  賢將秦開 爲質

於胡… 歸而襲破走東胡 東胡卻

千餘里… 燕亦築長城 自造陽至

襄平 …置 …遼西遼東郡而拒胡 
 
史記 卷一百二十九 貨殖列傳 

第六十九 夫燕亦勃碣之閒 … 
東北邊胡 上谷至遼東 地踔遠

人民希 … 北鄰烏桓夫餘 東綰

穢貉[貊]朝鮮…之利    

 

三國志 魏書 東夷傳 韓傳 魏

略曰 昔箕子之後朝鮮候 見周

衰[c. BC 403] 燕自尊爲王 [323 
BC] 欲東略之 朝鮮候亦自稱爲

王 欲興兵逆擊燕以尊周室 …
燕乃遣將秦開攻其西方 

CHULMUN-MUMUN POTTERY, BRONZE DAGGER, AND DOLMEN 

Until about 1300 BC, bronze daggers in the Liao-xi 
and Liao-dong regions had no clear separation of  the hilt from 
the blade.5 The Upper Xiajia-dian culture appeared with the 
broad-bladed bronze dagger which, unlike the Han Chinese 
daggers, had blade cast separately from the hilt. The broad-
bladed bronze dagger in the Korean peninsula derived from 
the Upper Xiajia-dian culture, and transformed into the slender 
ones, continuing into the time of  the introduction of  iron.6 
Unlike the Lower Xiajia-dian, the Upper Xiajia-dian culture 
appeared with undecorated and plain red pottery that might 
reflect, as Guo contends, the influence of  the Mumun pottery 
users along the both banks of  the Liao river.7  

Another conspicuous artifact that connects the entire 
proto-Altaic speech community of  Xianbei and Tungus is 
dolmen. Dolmens, which are numerous in the Liao-dong 
peninsula and known as far north as Jilin province, are 
considerably denser in the Korean peninsula than in Dong-bei. 
The northern-type dolmens seem to have emerged in the late 
Chulmun period, and the southern-type of  dolmens in the late 
Bronze Age, though the distribution of  the two types of  
dolmens overlaps considerably. The dolmen-building is thought 
to have been discontinued by 300 BC.8  

The similarities in the stone burials, pottery types, and 
bronze objects link Manchuria to Mongolia and Trnasbaikalia. 
Di Cosmo (2002: 67) contends that: “a picture of  the transition 
from the Lower to the Upper Xiajia-dian is destined to remain 
incomplete until the link between Upper Xiajia-dian and the 
Mongolian and Transbaikalioan regions to the north is fully 
explored.” The waterways of  Manchuria connecting the Amur, 
Nen, Song-hua, and Liao Rivers could have served as natural 
avenues of  communication, including the diffusion of  iron 
metallurgy, between them.  

According to Nelson (1995: 252, 14), bronze is found 
in the Dong-bei at a relatively early stage, and there is no 
reason to believe that bronze, especially in Liao-xi, is derived 
from the Yang-shao sites of  the Zhong-yuan. Nelson contends 
that “the notion that the Dong-bei is just a pale and barbarian 
reflection of  central China is erroneous, even at the time of  the 
flowering of  Shang,” and that “the sites are different from the 
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Central Plain to be sure, but they are not inferior in any way 
except for the lack of  writing.” 
 

SHAO-GONG’S NORTHERN YAN VS. THE SOUTHERN YAN 

According to the Shi-ji, King Wu of  the Western 
Zhou enfeoffed Shao-gong as the ruler of  Northern Yan (c. 
1027-25 BC). Shi-ji notes that there must have been Southern 
Yan that did not belong to the territory enfeoffed to Shao-
gong. The Yan capital was located in southwest of  the modern-
day Beijing. According the Shi-ji, a Yan general attacked the 
Doing-hu (implying the Xianbei) and greatly expanded the Yan 
territory into the northeast in 311 BC, i.e., just 90 years prior to 
its downfall in 222 BC. 10 Han Gao-zu (r. 206-195 BC) 
appointed his long-time friend as the King of  Yan, but the 
latter sought refuge in the Xiong-nu who made him the King 
of  Dong-hu. 9 The fact that “Dong-hu” appears so frequently 
in the records on Yan may help solving the puzzle of  
“Southern Yan” noted in Shi-ji, of  so many Xianbei founders 
calling their states “Yan,” and of  Gong-sun Yuan (in 237), An 
Lu-shan (in 756) and Shi Si-ming (in 759), a sort of  
transgressors who did not want to identify themselves as Han 
Chinese, having styled themselves the King of  Yan.  

According to Janhunen (1996: 224), “it is unlikely that 
the ancient kingdom of  Yan would originally have contained 
any Sinitic elements” and “ethnic foundation of  the kingdom 
of  Yan … may have incorporated Pre-Proto-Mongolic 
elements in its ethnic composition.”  

The proto-Altaic speech community of  Xianbei and 
Tungus, sharing the tradition of  dolmens, comb-pattered 
pottery, and broad-bladed bronze daggers, may all be 
connected with the Hong-shan culture.11 If  one says that the 
Han Chinese are the heirs of  the Yang-shao culture, one indeed 
has to say that the Xianbei and Tungus are the heirs of  the 
Hong-shan culture. The greater Manchurian ethnohistorical 
sphere of  the Xianbei-Tungus, that encompasses the Korean 
peninsula and the Japanese islands, shares intimate histories 
with strong cultural affinity Four out of  the five conquest 
dynasties in China were of  Xianbei-Tungus origin. 
 
BIBLIOGRAPHY  

At Fang-shan 房山 in west of  
modern Beijing, several bronze 
artifacts with the inscription of  
Yan Hou 燕侯 were excavated. 
An inscription naming Yan Hou 
was also found in Liaoning 
province. Loewe and Shaughnessy 
(1999: 410) note that: “This 
connection suggests either that 
the influence of  Yan extended 
northward into Liaoning or that 
bronzes from near Beijing were 
captured and taken to Liaoning.”  
 
Among the five “Yan” states 
(Former Yan, 349-70; Later Yan, 
384-408; Western Yan, 385-94; 
Southern Yan, 398-410; and 
Northern Yan, 409-36) that 
appeared in the late fourth and 
early fifth century, only the 
“Northern Yan” was established 
by the Han Chinese. The rest were 
established by the Murong 
Xianbei.  
 
10 After the record of  1027-25 BC, 
no meaningful record on 
(Northern) Yan appears in 
chronicles until 334 BC.  
 
11 See Janhunen (1996: 224, 238). 
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